
Silent Gun School
Possible Considerations

12/30/2019

Purpose:  To help determine the amount of quiet 22 cal. ammo to be inventoried.

Facts & Assumptions:

1.  It appears that we may have 16 persons at this time that are not trained on long guns.

2.  For the most part, hand gun training can be done using the two SIRP pistols.

3.   Appleseed Training is based on the assumption that long range shooting skills will be 
needed for most skirmishes.

4.  Quiet 22 ammo costs about $80 per thousand rounds.  We currently have 3,000 rounds in 
inventory.
 

Considerations:

Hand Guns:  

Teach the newbys on their arrival day to fire their own pistols only (no long guns).  This class is
just to get them used to the sound and kick as well as how to hold their weapon.  Then on later 
dates teach them to load properly and remove hang shells.  After that they can practice holding 
and aiming with SIRP pistols weekly forever.  

Kevin tells me we can use only long rifle 22 rounds in pistols safely.  That excludes the 610 fps 
short 22 round we tested in the pistol.  

Long Guns:

Teach the newbys on their arrival day to fire their own weapons.  This class is just to get them 
used to the sound and kick as well as how to hold their weapon.  Also let them experience a 
larger loaner weapon, AR, SKS or shotgun just in case they move up with a loaner.

Consider using non-silent 22 ammo in training the first week as arrivals show up. Then we can 
go silent after that. This way neighbors will suspect only one person is practicing over several 
days. This will save badly needed subsonic ammo. 

Later move them to Subsonic 22 rifles for all other training.  During this time let them train on 
other larger weapons for safety settings, loading, etc. 

Once throughly trained send all of them to the creek bed a mile away for more firing with the 
larger guns.  Move them out before dawn and return after dark. 
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Reduced Training might be utilized by:

Realizing that a great number of our members are already trained for long distance 
targeting.  

Realizing that our strategy is to catch intruders as they push our doorbell, close in 
usually within 50 feet of our defensive positions.

Place wooden distance markers in appropriate locations so newbys can adjust their 
sights properly.  They will be painted white on the friendly side and camouflage on the 
other side.

Insure all defensive positions have horizontal ledges to brace/steady weapons on.

Newby Headcount:

Currently we have about 16 members expected to activate with us that may need long gun 
training.

You were right to suggest training them prior to activation if we can get them interested.

Consider this:  

Jim might cause 4 newbys in his clan to be trained early, that being Betty, Bradon, 
Camaran, and Lacy.

David might cause 2 newbys in his clan to train early, that being Elizabeth and Hannah.

Ernie Might cause his 2 girls to be trained early. 

Delmar might cooperate in training or having his 2 girls train now.

Ron might train Lisa, assuming she has not been trained yet.

Therefore, all of the above reduces the newby problem from 16 persons down to just 5 
newbys to contend with and inventory 22 cal. ammo for initial training upon 
activation in the area of long-guns.
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16 Newbys:
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